Experience

Accommodation

The best way to learn a language is to have
a conversation. Therefore it is our approach
to provide for you a variety of opportunities apart from the teaching of a foreign
language so that you can apply what you
have learned for all practical purposes. For
that to happen, we have chosen appropriate
partners on the spot who will equip you with
a lot of knowledge and who keep available
thrilling topics in an amazing environment.

Climate House Bremerhaven 8° East
(Klimahaus Bremerhaven 8° Ost)

German Maritime Museum
(Deutsches Schiffahrtsmuseum )

German Emigration Center
(Deutsches Auswandererhaus)

haven language school –

The havenhostel is the prime address for
young travellers in Bremerhaven. It provides
an innovative and interesting accommodation
to stay overnight in comfortable rooms and
about 262 beds on four floors. The havenhostel
stands for the service and comfort of a hotel
and the open-mindedness of a hostel at
affordable prices.

Stay, live, take lessons
under one roof
The class rooms of our haven language
school are placed at the havenhostel as well.
So you don`t have long distances and you
save time to spend on your own activities.
And who wants to have a day off, simply
uses the lounge with free Wlan or the
games room to chill out.

teaching of a foreign language
arranged in a terrific environment

towards new
wor(l)ds!

Our focus is on learning the German language.
The language service is above all aimed at
people who want to prepare for a study stay
or an employment of labour in Germany.
What we have to offer: teaching units which
can be combined with various add-on
programmes such as cultural visits, adventure
trips, sports activities and a lot more.
Apart from the theoretical learning of the
language you have the opportunity to use an
attractive learning environment and many
exciting free time activities in order to put
into practise what you have learned.
So your stay at the haven language school
becomes a great experience!

Kitesurfing School Cuxhaven
(Surfschule Cuxhaven)

haven language school
Bürgermeister-Smidt-Str. 209
D-27568 Bremerhaven, Germany

Bremerhaven
The German language is virtually spoken
without any dialect at this place
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joy of learning by means of a great
learning environment, enjoyable ambient
temperature and lots of fresh air
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Barkhausenstraße

short distances of a small town with
the atmosphere and experiences of a
metropolis
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Appropriate price level for catering,
leisure activities and much else
terrific maritime environment and
maritime attractions

Tel.: +49.471.309669.80
Fax: +49.471.309669.82
info@haven-language-school.com
www.haven-language-school.com

Learn German in
Bremerhaven
your language experience

This is what you can
expect from the
haven language school
The haven language school in Bremerhaven
provides an exceptional language and
learning experience. You study German as
a foreign language in an appealing
ambience with pleasant lecturers and in
small group sizes.

one-week or two-weeks language
courses
for beginners and advanced
students
lessons in the morning, the
afternoon is free for your own
activity programme
study topics that are customized
to your personal requirements
contemporary environment, central
location and comprehensive
range of services: training rooms,
accommodation and catering at
one location

You will find the current terms at

www.haven-language-school.com

out of the lessons -

up into life!

